
Better self-enablement
Better matters.

Our Edgecast content delivery network (CDN) is built to 
empower customers with total control, real-time visibility 
and faster agility and development. This results in a more 
efficient IT team, speedier content delivery to every 
device and faster time to value for your customers.
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A CDN built to empower and help you achieve more

Faster go-to-market
By letting DevOps teams do more on their own, Verizon helps companies reduce their reliance on professional 
services so that they can accomplish things independently and roll out changes faster.

Reduce costs with less reliance on professional services
By eliminating your reliance on professional services, you’ll be able to help your IT team reduce spending during 
critical times when your organization is under pressure to cut costs.

Customize to your specific needs
Our extensive self-service options provide your IT team with granular control and 
customization options for both content and delivery, allowing you to tailor your configurations 
to your specific needs.

Automate processes with APIs
Verizon has opened API access for almost all Edgecast CDN and WAF configurations. This allows your  IT team to 
make changes from within your own system and stream log data into centralized monitoring tools, such as Splunk.
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Products and features
 API access
API access to nearly all Edgecast CDN functions allows 
you to programmatically automate processes and 
integrate them directly into your CMS and your 
DevOps team’s workflows.

Purging
Actively flush expired content with near instantaneous purging 
across the entire network.

Add CNAME and origin servers
Seamlessly update your Edgecast CDN settings as your website 
configuration grows and adapts to changes in customer demands.

Push content to the edge
Load new content to the Edgecast CDN and push it to the edge 
immediately upon completion.

Stream HLS and HDS live events
Easily create and open video streams for live or pre-recorded 
video content.

 Advanced analytics
Powerful data display capabilities enable you to keep 
tabs on what is happening on your network at every 
moment with real-time data display, statistics and alerts.

View traffic in real time
Real-time analytics provide you instant perspective and advanced 
analytics into what’s happening on your website.

Export data into Splunk
Raw log access allows you to export Edgecast CDN event data 
into Splunk and other third-party monitoring tools.

Gain insight with advanced analytics
Sophisticated reports provide you insight into cache-hit ratio 
analysis, popular files, cached files and much more.

Create custom reports
Generate custom reports to display the information that is most 
relevant to you, according to metrics that you define.

 Web Application Firewall (WAF)
Our WAF offers in-depth control on up to 16,000 rules 
so you can tailor your configurations to your specific 
threat profile.

Turn rules on or off
Directly control your security configurations with granular settings 
over hundreds of rules and conditions.

Apply rate limits
Prevent HTTP flood DDoS attacks by applying granular rate 
controls over the amount of traffic that reaches your origin server.

Block malicious users
Advanced geo-IP controls allow you to block specific IPs, 
IP ranges or entire countries based on country codes.

Set global traffic controls
Define what type of traffic is or isn’t allowed to access your 
website with granular control over protocols, HTTP methods 
and content types.

 Rules Engine
Build sophisticated edge rules in our powerful Rules 
Engine, featuring a user-friendly interface with drag-
and-drop capabilities, a staging environment, version 
control and much more.

Define mobile device detection actions
Automatically detect mobile users and deliver customized 
content to them based on their device type, software and 
physical attributes.

Redirect website traffic
Create HTTP 300 URL redirect actions for incoming requests, 
based on a wide variety of conditions, such as client location, 
URL path or connection attributes.

Set expiration time for content
Set Time To Live (TTL) for content by controlling how 
frequently cache is updated, depending on the type of page 
and type of content.

Rewrite headers and URLs
Our Rules Engine gives you more control over website content 
and user experience management by dynamically rewriting 
headers and URLs.

 Media Control Center (MCC)
Verizon’s powerful management console allows your 
administrators to view and control all aspects of their 
website delivery through a centralized, integrated 
and easy-to-use interface.

Set token authentication
Control access to web content with encrypted tokens so that 
only legitimate users can access restricted content.

Advanced management configurations
Our MCC provides in-depth control options over your Edgecast 
CDN configuration, including controlling your origin servers, 
CNAME configuration, role management and much more.

Quickly purge content
Our network architecture is based on Anycast and Super PoPs, 
providing you with near instantaneous content purging worldwide.

Customize website behavior
Built-in support for Lua scripting enables fast, intuitive and 
powerful customization of web applications at the edge.


